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A note from the Director…
When I was introduced to this script by Greg Spielman over 3 years ago, I honestly didn't know what all the
fuss was about. On paper it's a very odd piece of writing to me. Then I got a few people together to read it and
became obsessed with this incredible form of writing and dialogue that has now been dubbed "Mamet
Speak". Mamet's style of writing dialogue, marked by a cynical, street-smart edge, precisely crafted for effect,
is so distinctive that it has come to be know as this. Mamet himself has criticized his (and other writers')
tendency to write "pretty" at the expense of sound and logical plots. The result is a form of theatre that is so
real and visceral that you feel like a fly on the wall, eavesdropping on the conversations taking place.

The process of getting this text from page to stage has been both tedious and rewarding. The remarkable cast
that you're about to see has worked tirelessly to bring you, our audience, something real and meaningful.
Although the text is very crass, these men on stage deliver honest and true performances and are
experiencing real day to day life challenges that are still relevant today.
Our play is set in 1984 Chicago at a time when the economy was very uncertain and just 2 short years after the
1982 real estate crash of which the effects are still being felt today. The desperation and disparity of their
situation feels very much like our own struggling economy. It's not all doom and gloom though because, as in
all things human, there is comedy in our suffering.
Please enjoy responsibly!

James Noonan – Director
Artistic Director
Simply Theatre West

CAST & CREW

Mikee Ames – Props Master, Costume Design
Mikee is pleased to be helping out on her second season with
Simply Theatre. She has costumed and propped many shows with
FRC, StoryBook, Cappuccino, Scorpio, ACT, and Morpheus, and is
currently the Head of Props at Stage West. Mikee sends her love
to Brad. Thanks to DS, JPP and the Laberge family.

Lucie Britton – Producer, Stage Manager
Lucie is the Executive Producer of Simply Theatre and once again
she is delighted to be back in the booth for Glengarry Glen Ross.
Stage Manager credits: A Few Good Men, Love Changes
Everything, Brush Up Your Broadway, Our Town and Don Juan in
Chicago (Simply Theatre). Producer credits: Plaza Suite, Love
Changes Everything (Simply Theatre). Enjoy the show!

CAST & CREW

Michael Brown – Dave Moss
This is Michael’s 3rd Simply Theatre production. Last seen as a
“nice guy” in A Few Good Men, Michael is back to the parts that
he knows best… foul mouthed a- holes that break props…
accidentally. As always, special shout to R & A… I’ll be home
soon!

Jerry Callaghan – Shelley Levene
Shakespeare… Shaw…. Williams…. and now Mamet! This is Jerry’s
second show with Simply Theatre; Plaza Suite was his first. Jerry
has performed many different roles for a myriad of theatre
companies over the years. Each of them memorable. And now,
Shelley Levene, has been added to his roster. Thank you, James,
for this opportunity and for assembling this remarkable ensemble
of cast and crew.

CAST & CREW

Kevin Chinook – James Lingk
Kevin is having a great time with this very talented group of foul
mouthed men. Kevin has appeared in Unnecessary Farce,
Shackleton, Of Mice and Men, Office hours, A Year in the Death of
Eddie Jester, Lion in Winter to name a few… But this group of guys
is truly exceptional. I would like to thank Elizabeth for her love
and support.

Rich Davis – Set Design/Baylen
On stage: Rich was in Brush Up Your Broadway, played Dr. Gibbs,
Simply Theatre - Our Town; Luther Billis, FRC - South Pacific (CAT
Award Nominee); and Ruben, Centre Stage Theatre (USA) Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat. Off stage: Rich
has served as Set Designer/Master Carpenter for Simply Theatre
and SBT; co-designed/built FRC’s Little Shop of Horrors; Catch Me
If You Can; Anything Goes (CAT Award Winners), Cappuccino
Theatre - The Great American Trailer Park (CAT Award Nominee);
76 sets since 2012.

CAST & CREW

Scottie Grinton – George Aarownow
Scottie has spent his entire career Off Broadway. Those New York
hot dogs aren’t as good as TV makes you think. He is thrilled to
join the Simply Theatre family for the first time. He describes
himself as being thrilled to be working with this wonderful cast
and crew. As you read the rest of the bios feel free to take a
drink each time you read the word ‘thrilled’ or
‘wonderful’. Remember that every story is a love story.

Adam Jamieson – John Williamson
Adam Jamieson still considers himself recentish to the Calgary
area but is quickly becoming a regular of the theatre arts
community appearing in productions by Scorpio Theatre, DIY
Theatre, and Cochrane Players. He is happy to be back with
Simply Theatre and be part of this dedicated cast and crew and
this excellent script! Adam balances his life as an actor (recently
appearing as Louis Riel in The Secret History of the Wild West)
and a substitute teacher with the remarkable support of his wife
and four children. Hiking helps.

CAST & CREW

Nadine McGrath – Assistant Stage Manager
Nadine McGrath is pleased to once again work with Simply
Theatre as Assistant Stage Manager. She has been part of Simply
Theatre's "Our Town", ”Brush Up Your Broadway", "A Few Good
Men" and "Love Changes Everything". She has also played
ensemble as part of Morpheus Theatre's Production of "One Bad
Apple" and Tory Doctor's Musical Reading "Off the Beaten Path"
via StoryBook Theatre. She is pleased to be here.

James Noonan – Director
James is so honoured and thrilled to be at the creative helm of
Simply Theatre’s first exciting production of the 2019/2020
season. His most recent work as director was for last season’s A
Few Good Men, also with Simply Theatre which he won a CAT
award for Outstanding Direction for a Play. Other directing credits
include Boeing Boeing and Run For Your Wife with Morpheus
Theatre, Rocky Horror Show and Pajama Game for FRC, and The
Wedding Singer with Cappuccino Musical Theatre to name a few.

CAST & CREW

Fadi Saghir – Richard Roma
Fadi is excited to share the stage with such amazing and talented
cast & crew. Richard Roma has been such a challenging and
fulfilling role. Stage credits include Juror #5 in “12 Angry Men”,
Don Juan in “Don Juan in Chicago” and Pierre Marceau in
“Murdered to Death”. Fadi’s next project is directing Simply
Theatre’s “Rock of Ages” in the summer. Sorry about all the
swearing. Enjoy the show!!

Elizabeth Schieman – Lighting Design
Elizabeth started working in technical theatre and at Concordia
University in Edmonton. She has since worked on numerous
shows in several different student and community theatres
across Canada. She designed the lights for Simply Theatre's
productions of A Few Good Men and Plaza Suite last year, and is
very excited to be working with them again.

CAST & CREW

Greg Spielman – Assistant Director
Greg is happy to have contributed in a small way to Glengarry
Glen Ross. He has many theatrical memories, but highlights
include Rebecca and 12 Angry Men with Vertigo Mystery Theatre,
playing George in Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, Judge Turpin in
Sweeney Todd, Big Daddy in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Matthew
Harrison Brady in Inherit the Wind, Willy Loman in Death of a
Salesman, and the Stage Manager in Our Town. He extends
thanks to the whole team; cast and crew, for another memorable
experience.

THANK YOU

Beacon Martinizing
Cabinets by Design
Rob Fisher
Andre Goulet
Margaret Harper
Brad Laberge
Steven Morton
Pete Potter
Ginette Simonot
Ken Swift - Yntelligent
Morpheus Theatre
The Pumphouse Theatre Staff
Hannah, Victoria and Ted from Kijiji

COMING NEXT

SIMPLY THEATRE SHOWS

SIMPLY
THEATRE
&
CAPPUCCINO
THEATRE
June 6-20, 2020
Vertigo Theatre

ELSEWHERE…

ELSEWHERE…

